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INTRODUCTION
Hlglll'-dcflva'tive
theories Gf gl'Rvlty llavc fccclvcd
Bluch Rttcntlon Rs candidates fol' R fundRBlclltal qllRBtunl
theory of gravity. ' Among the general class of renormalizable fourth-order theories with matter, the confol'mally
supersymmetric ones stand out as particularly interesfing
members. One reason for interest in conformally invariant theories has been the decrease in the number of alIo~cd coUPImg OOD848Qts RDd the OOQscqQcQ4 mczcgsc
predictive power. Another reason is that, unlike the general foulth-order theory, classical solutions of conformally
invariant gravity always have zero energy, which could
of the quantum
be relevant to the stabijityfunitarity
. 'Many efforts have been made, dating back to
theory
%eyl 5 to incorporate conformal invariance into the funHowever (as we shall argue)
damental laws of physics.
conformaj lllvaflRQcc pills rcnormallzablj1ty lnlpllcs supcfsynlnlctfy Rlld wc Rle tlllls lcd fo study confofmal su-

I

pCrgFSVitp.

In this paper we investigate several aspects of conformally supersymmetric theories. In Sec. II we give an argument that the only quantum gravitational field theories
that consistently incorporate confonnal invariance are fiBlfc confotmajly supcfsymtnctflc Ones. Sillcc supci'conformal invariance clearly is not a manifest symmetry of
the real world, it must somehow be broken. Mechanisms
for spontaneous breakdown of superconformal invariance
are illustrated in Sec. III. It is shown that symmetry
breaking generically occurs whenever there are scalars
PI wcD4 86d (ha, t II,hc I csUIf BAN cosmoIogicSI coD848DIt
be zero if there are flat directions in the potential. The
symmetry breaking is best understood in terms of the
suffRcc-lntcglal cxplcsslons fol' thc syIBfllctf'y gcficfatofs.
In Sec. IV we derive the covariant expressions for the total supercharge and four-momentum.
This gives us the
analog of Mitten'8 expressions for conformal gravity. The
difficulties with ghosts are briefly discussed.

Such a transformation generally cannot be obtained by a
related
change of coordinates, and the confofmally
B1ctrlcs Rl'c fcgafdcd, ln gcnclal I'claflvlty, Rs pllysicRlly
incquivalent. However, in a theory described by a conformally invariant action, the evolution equations will only
determine the metric up to a local conformal factor. This
means that only confolmally invariant quantities can have
physical significance. In particular, the distance between
two points is not an invariant concept, although their
causal relation is. Invariant local information about the
geomefry is summalized by the Weyj tensor
Cabc
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b, eg and Aab ——
In nongravitational theories such as Yang-Mills theory,
conformal invariance is explicitly broken at the quantum
level via dimensional transmutation.
Because of the unavoidable introduction of a length scale in the renormalizatlon pfoccss, tllc qllantunl cffcctlvc action ls Bot confol'mally invariant. Attempts have been made to break, in
the same fashion, the conformal invariance of the gravitatioQRI 8CtiOQ

Howcvcl', this docs flot sccnl to bc R scnslbilc procedure (Rt
least wlflllll thc contcx't of stRIldald rcglllaflzaflon Rnd lcQO~RIiZRtiOA prCSCApII;JOBS. ThCI C iS al&8$8 the POSsiblIi-

t7 II;h84 8 QOQSIRQdgrd CrC84ICQ4 COQld QECId 8 COBS18tCQ4
theory). 8 In order to renormalize (3), all countertelms of
dimension four or less C,b,d
8Ad A Mill eveAtURBQ bc Bc&cd. OHc might 8ftcmpk II:-0
invariant counterterms
argue that the nonconformajjy
could be absorbed by renormalization
of the conformal
gauge-fixing terms. However& bccRUsc Gf thc tl'Rcc Rnonlaly, even expectation values of "conformally invariant"
opcfatol'8 will dcpcnd both 011 tllc cocfflclcllts of thcsc
countcltcrms Rnd thc confoIInal gRugc-flxnlg fcflns- To
see this, consider the formally conformal invariant expec'kRti(M v8Ivc

—

C'—
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model was discovered and used by de Wit and collaborators as a mathematical tool for deriving N =2 Poincarc
supergravity actions. ' ) (We do not know if this is part of
some finite theory. ) The ~elev~nt part of the action is
SQ

(5)
where TNI is that part of the trace anomaly which is not
Since the two
invariant under conformal transformations.
terms m (5) have different conformal transformation
properties, they cannot cancel. The first term cannot van1811 Rs lt, hRs a posi'tive spcctial Icplcscntatloll
[Rssulllillg
we quantize with a positive metric. However, even with
negative-metric quantization there is no reason (5) should
vanish. ]
is therefore not conformaliy invariant. [Of
course if confofmal invariance is spontaneously broken,
onc docs ilot cxpcct liivaflancc Undcl' global confol'Inal
transformations.
However, in (5) we have subjected
to a local conformal transformation. ] All expectation
values will thus depend on the coefficients of the noninVRrIRAt COUAtCNC~S RQd thCQ IUS]I; bC rCggfdCd 8S PhpSIcal quantities. The theory thus becomes equivalent to the
gcilcl'Rl foUftll-Qfdcf tllcoiy Rnd I'ctanls Bo relic of confofmal invariance. ' Put another way, quantum divei'gences
lead to an anomalous divergence in the conformal current
and theories with anomalies in their gauge currents are in
Bo scnsc gRllgc lnvaflRnt Rt thc quRntunl lcvcl.
To avoid this difficulty, one follows the standard procedure for deahng with anomalous gauge currents: the
IRtfCI ICPICSCQ48tIOAS RrC rCqOIrCd 40 bC SQCh fh84 khC DCt
conformal anomaly vanishes due to canccllations. ' This
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where D, =V, i—
A„A, is the chiral U(1) gauge field and
It
ip is the complex scalar field of the vector multiplet.
CRII bc RITangcd (c.g. by coupllllg Rn RddltloIlal scalRf of
nonlincaf multiplct ) 80 that thc potclltial fol ip vanishes.
We then choose y=q&0 as a homogeneous, isotropic classiCRl solution alound wllicli to cxpRnd tllc quRlltuinl thcofy.
One might ask if this classical solution minimizes the
cIlcl'gy with appl'oprlatc boundary condltlons. As wc will
show in Sec. IV, the conserved energy of this theory is
given by a surface integral at spatial infinity

(0)

PIOVIdCS

8 VCR

SCVCTC COBSfrRml& VIZ

&

fhC fhCOI7 MUSII bC

finite. The existence of a class of finite conformal superThis
gravity theories has been argued by Howe et aI.
class of finite theories is analogous to the class of finite
super Yang-Mills theories, and the argument for firuteness
proceeds along similar lines. Briefly, background superfield formulations of some N-extended conforfnal superglRvlty tllcoflcs coupled to X-cxtcBdcd collfolTBR1 supclmatter have been found. Within such a formulation, dimensional arguments can be used (for N ~ 1) to show that
there Rfc Bo dlvcrgcnccs cxceIII at, QIlc loop wlicfc cxtfa
ghosts couple to the background superfield. Piniteness
then follows if the matter representations can be chosen so
that the one-loop divergences cancel. In principle this
should be possible, but a classification of fiinte theories
lias Bot yct, Rppcalcd in thc Iltclatul'c.

"

Once local conformal invariance of the full quantum
theory has been ensured by finiteness, we are still faced
with the task of breaking the global conformal invariance.
without inducing a
spontaneously,
This can occur
cosnlological coils'tant, wlicncvcf tllci c 18 R scalRf field
with flat directions in its potential. Such potentials are in
fact quite comm'on in supersymmetric models, e.g., N =4
theorems
Yang-Mills. In many cases nonrenorlnalization
maintain the flat directions to all orders in perturbation
theory. As an explicit example, consider i~it' =2 conformal
supergravity coupled to an %=2 vector multiplet. (This

(ADM) energy of
is the standard Arnowitt-Deser-Misner
general relativity. We have explicitly allowed for the possibility that y tends asymptotically to the constant yo.
The first term on the right-hand side of (7) is in fait always zero because the constraint equations force D~Co'sj
to fall off faster than r I at spatial infinity. This im~plies

the

WhCA

go=0

II;hC II;0481

CDCrgg IS RI&RQS ZCI'O.

%%CD

easy to scc that 'tllclc Rrc Biany SolutloIls wl'tll
positive energy (consider a metric that satisfies the vacUllm ElnstciB equation Rnd sct ip=»po cvcfywhcfc). An
Rilalysis Qf tlm llllcRflzcd cquatlons Rrollnd flat space fcveals negative-energy modes (whether Qr not @=0). Howcvci' 801Utlons of tllc llllcRflzcd cquRtlons In a foufth-Older
theory do not in general correspond to the limit of a oneparameter family of exact solutions (this is known as
linearization instability), so such an analysis could be
misleading [and is when y=0 (Rcfs. 3 and 14)]. However, although no explicit examples are known, arguments
have recently been given indicating that exact negativeIn Rny case» wc af'c
cllcfgy solutions do ul fRct exist.
certainly unable to argue that our ip=ipo, or any other
solutioB llidccd mlnlmlzcs tllc classical cllcfgy. This 18 of
course the central difficulty with higher-derivative gravity
theories, and is the classical origin of the quantum unitarity problems. Further discussion of this point may be
found in Ref. 15. Por the rest of this paper we will ignore
all questions of stability,
A QQQZCI'0 V8CQVI CXPM484IOA VEIL fGf g bZCRkS bah
chiral and conformal invanance. The N =2 conformal

go+0» it
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SQPCFSQIICi~ iS

brGkCQ dO&D

to

~ =2 POIQCgrC

SUPCf-

symmetry. However, there are no Cxoldstone bosons due
to the Higgs phenomenon. One may simultaneously fix
UIlitaly chlfal Rnd confofmal gallgcs by icqulflng +=go.
The degree of freedom in the phase of ~p is absorbed by
A„which acquires a mass. The rest of ip is absorbed by
the conformal part of the metric. Before symmetry
breaking, a linearized analysis reveals that the metric con-

.
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grees

4&0 IRSSICSS SPLA-t&O RQd OQC IRSSICSS SP1A-OQC dC™
of freedom. '6 (Of course since this theory is lineari-

it iS SOICWh84 iQRPPfOPARTC tO diSCV88
IIQ~AZM IOdCS. If &OQId bC IOfC PfCCiSC, bQ'II; mofC
cumbersome, to rephrase these statements in terms of
Cauchy data. ) This large number of degrees of freedom is
due to the presence of higher derivatives. The linearized
action does not involve the trace of the hnearized fluctuations. When y=yo, however, the trace II enters the
llnearized quadratic action in the form
ZRkioD QQSCRblC&

and tIlclcfolc propagatcs. A fulIcr RBRIy818 rcvcaIS that lt
colnblllcs with thc Blasslcss spin-onc Rlld ollc of thc Blassless spm-two particles to form a massive spin-two ghost
or tachyon. This ghost (tachyon) sits at the top of an entire ghost (tachyon) supermultiplet.
The massless linearized modes are of particular interest
because they Rlc I'clcvRI1't to low-energy physics and because, unlike the massive case, it can be easily shown that
massless solutions to the linearized equations are also
linearizations of exact solutions. This follows from the
fact that exact solutions to the Einstein equations are also
CXRC4 SOIQfiOM 40 thC &Col CqokfiOI18. IQ PRQiCUIRf khCIC
al'c exact plane-wave soiutlons that, , when hncarlzcd, corI'cspond to thc fR1111IIR1 grRvltoll. Thc other massless cxcltations can then be obtained by supersymmetry transformations. The massless spectrum thus consists of the standard W =2 supergravity multiplet and is ghost free.
We now consider the case where there are no ffat directions in the potential. The rdevant part of the action is

from which
PXOdUICCd 8
We expect
tCgf8IS &ilI
do&A

II'0

we see that conformal symmetry
nCgktiVC, PI8HCk-SiZCd

breaking has

COSIOIOgiCSI

COASII;BDf.

.

of the appropriate surface infh84 fhC SQIICtfg h88 bCCn bfgkCQ

that analysis

iQdiCafC
dC SiftCf SUPCI'SQIICt~*

Ã =2

B II;h68

SPPCSf8

that conformal invariancc will generically be spontaneousIg bfOkCA SS IOAg 88 thCfC SfC SCBIRfS PfCSCDt.
We stress that the breakdown of conformal invariance
iS R dpAKmiCRI iSSQC. T4C Sf&CMCDf h88 8PPCa, fCd iH thC
literature that confolmal theories with scalars are "gauge

equivalent" to nonconformal theories and that this can be
bg gOiAg tQ fhC gRQgC g =COQSERA4. ThiS iS iQCoffCC4
because if @=0 there is no gauge transformation that sets

SCCA

it to a constant. (This does not prevent one from setting
@=constant as a mathematical tool for obtaining Poincare supergravity theories from conformaI supergravity
theories. This technique has in fact been used quite fruitfully. ) At the classical level, the broken and unbroken
phases

of the theory are radically different: one has only

ZCfO CACfgg& 44C OthCr doCS

Qof. AQ RAGIOIOQS 814GRtiOA

If there is a
theories.
tllc 4z = constRnt gaUgc
ChOiCC iS 8PPfoPARfC~ OkhC~iSC if 18 n04.
We have also found that with more comphcated actions
i'k Ca.A bC RI'fRAICd SO thRII; SQPCfSQIICtfp iS SPOB'tRQCOVSI7
broken as well. For the potentials we considered, the effcctlvc cosmological constant Is Bot zclo Unless certain
couphngs arc flue tUncd.
occurs in Yang-Mills-Higgs
symBlctry-brcaklng
potential,

IV. ENERGY AND SUPERCHARGE
IN CONFORMAL SUPERGRAVITY

The total four-momentum and supercharge of an isolat8 IOCB,II7 SUPCfSQIICtAC thCofg~ IIobRII7
It
conserved quantities derived from a local symmetry.
follows from this that they are expressible as surface integrals. In this section we will derive these surface intCgfBI8 86d SCC tb8'lI SUPCf87mmCkfp fCIGII;CS thCI.
The action for %=1 conformal supergravity is, in
Cd SQStCI 8fC, iQ

tWO-COIPODCQ
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at
represents source terms that fall off faster than r
of y. Qspatial infinity and A, is the superpartner
supersymmetry transformations that go to zero at infinity
are generated, after a canonical decomposition, '
by the
integral of the constraint over the surface X,

'

3y

CAAX
AA'

X

If a goes to a constant at infinity, (16) does not generate
anything because it involves spatial derivatives of the
canonical variables. This can be remedied by the addition
of appropriate surface terms. These surface terms will be
sufficient to define the generators for a approaching a
constant spinor (plus or der-I/r terms) at spatial infinity
and appropriate asymptotic falloff rates for the canonical
variables. When the constraint equations for both coordiare satisfied the sunate invariance and supersymmetry
percharge becomes

Q(a)=

f d S„„[a(e"
+

%~V .

("P '

AB+(A~ B.lg)(XY)
X Y

This expression is gauge independent, but it will only
function as a generator after an appropriate gauge choice
and construction of the corresponding Dirac bracket.
transformaThe commutator of two supersymmetry
tions involves a translation. As has been explained elsewhere, ' this enables us to relate the total four-momentum
to the supersymmetry variation of the supercharge

PAA a~a~

de AABB [aX(

ABQ(AgB

)+c.c. ]
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This is the analog of Witten's expression for conformal
gravity. Although in Poincare supergravity an expression
like (18) leads to a proof of positivity of energy, the same
is not true in this case.
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